IS YOUR SCHOOL’S
Cleaning & Maintenance Program
Making the Grade
to reduce operating costs?

IN THE 2013-14
SCHOOL YEAR
at least 35 states provided less funding per student than they did before the recession.1 Facility managers need to determine how to do more with less.

Are you using the right HVAC filter? The wrong one can cost you more and work less effectively.

Educational facilities can REDUCE LABOR COSTS by installing controlled roll paper towel systems and coreless bath tissue systems.

LEDs use up to 75% LESS ELECTRICITY THAN INCANDESCENT BULBS.2 Switching to LED lighting in schools inside and out provides a better school environment and reduces operating costs.

Over 80% OF CLEANING COSTS IS LABOR Better training and tools can lower labor costs.

By streamlining the number of cleaning products used, the cost of daily cleaning and disinfection of restrooms can be REDUCED BY AS MUCH AS 50%.4

Partner with Supplyworks IN-SITE for Education to decrease your operating costs by up to 30%.

This no-cost membership program can help you benchmark and evaluate practices to reduce costs, it enhances your operational efficiency by developing customized solutions, which include benchmarking, best-practice training, and detailed written procedures. SupplyWorks will evaluate your cleaning tools, products, and techniques and recommend improvements.
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